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OUTREACH REPORT 2016/17

• Main goal was to formulate a plan for diverse outreach and to 
increase visibility on campuses and volunteer participation

• Tabling for outreach was managed by our volunteers and done 
few times a month starting last October

• Volunteer meetings to help retention were held every 3 weeks

• NSPIRG also outreached to other campuses like SMU, MSVU 
and offered to be a resource as well as a collaborator for 
research projects and events



Community-University Research 
Exchange (CURE)

• Outreach was done specifically to increase awareness for our 
CURE project which aims at building bridges between 
academia (Dalhousie and King’s) and community groups

• Partnerships were facilitated between student researchers and 
social and environmental justice groups who need research to 
better provide services and advocacy for the communities they 
serve

• The goal is to create real-world learning experiences for 
students and promote critical, community-based research for 
underfunded grassroots groups



CURE

• Match students who have a research component 
to their course structure with a community group 
who would benefit from a collaborative research 
experience

• Students complete credit work while making a difference in our 
community

• Community groups benefit as the research can help shape 
future policy/practices and can be used to advocate their 
organizations further



Community-University Research Exchange

• 5 projects were piloted through the School of Social Work

• During the first semester, students met with their community 
groups to develop research proposals and goals

• Second semester saw the students conduct the research and 
present their findings to classmates and the community groups

• The presentations happened last week, and from feedback 
we’ve received they went well!

• Loaded Ladle was very happy with the research done by their 
student team, and will be using the information to help shape 
the way they approach outreach in the future



Outreach Outlook:

• The plan for outreach in upcoming year is to focus on volunteer 
engagement and providing variety of projects to work on other 
than tabling and helping at events

• Outreach through collaboration with CKDU, a program that 
could help us voice the work we and our allies are doing

• Outreach to more community groups for CURE

• Creating a structured volunteer training held monthly along with 
the current meetings to discuss concerns as well as ideas



Resource and Admin Coordinator: 
Clark MacIntosh

Overview of Operations

What we did this year

Partnerships

Financial Accountability



New Working Groups

• Rad Pride

• Environmental Racism 
Working Group

• Student Animal Law 
Association of 
Dalhousie (proposed 
new for 17/18)

Returning Working Groups

• Our Resilient Bodies

• Divest Dal

• Students for Justice in 
Palestine

• Atlantic Canadian 
Afghan Society



• Rad Pride focuses on bringing alternative political queer and 
trans pride series to our community as well as creative and 
social workshops that try to provide space for discussion on 
variety of topics like shadeism, economic struggles on LBGTQ+ 
community etc.

• Inspired by ENRICH project Environmental Racism Working 
Group has been active in highlighting issues of environmental 
racism on campus for the sake of discussion, education, 
research, and action.



• Our Resilient Bodies has been relentless in providing a safe 
space on and off campus to have discussions and action 
around body positivity.

• NSPIRG helped ORB hire a summer student who helped the group 
leaders to build a workshop focused on taking such discussions to rural 
parts of NS. 

• Divest Dal is a campaign by the Halifax Environmental Justice 
Collective urging Dalhousie University to divest its holdings in 
the fossil fuel industry. They try to bring awareness through 
workshops, rallies, creative events and collaborations with 
community allies.



Published Works

• Writing in the Margins

• Journal of social and 

environmental justice

• Single Parents Survival Guide

• Updated version of Single 

Mothers’ Survival Guide

• Consumers Guide to Electric

Utilities in Nova Scotia

• Published for Affordable Energy 

Coalition 



Along with student research projects like:

➢Don’t Get BoG’ed Down

• Research into the Kings Board of Governors 

• Information about the Institutions Board, its structure, and its members 

• Valuable both for organizers and students at large

➢ Board of Governors Breakdown of Dalhousie University

➢ A Visual History of NSPIRG 

• Research into the history of NSPIRG and it’s projects and campaigns

A launch event for our research projects is scheduled for this summer 

Published Works



• This year we budgeted $2,000 for each quarterly funding round, for a 
total of $8,000 in available funds.

• Through various partnerships, we were able to significantly increase 
the funding allotted to community organizations in a variety of ways:

• Partnering as a parent non-profit for grant funding with Dramatic Changes

• Dedicating NSPIRG funding to sponsor “The De-Celebration of Canada 150” 
in partnership with Raven Davis and Mayworks Halifax Festival.

• Sponsoring the Ask & Answer Tour and Hidden Figures film screening with 
various other community organizations.

• Building resource sharing partnerships with RadStorm to purchase video 
equipment capable of real-time transfer, which will help make events more 
accessible for both organizations.



• The BoD decided to further our partnership with Red Bear 
Home Healing Society by designating $1,000 annually of 
NSPIRG budget to assist in the continuation of their Red Bear 
Connects programming (as long as is viable)

• This program provides voicemail service to under-housed community 
members

• Overall, 20 community initiatives were funded through our 
Community Funding program, with more connected through 
other partnerships and one final round this month

• Many of these initiatives, such as the Halifax Tool Library’s “Do 
it Herself” project created opportunities for student members



DIH – Do it Herself

• Halifax Tool Library and NSPIRG teamed up to create a course for 
tool literacy available to women (self-identified) connected with 
Dalhousie and Kings. 

• This pilot group was open to students and marginalized women connected 
through services at the two universities (ie South House, NSPIRG)

• The goal was to train 12 women in tool literacy skills, as a pilot project to 
demonstrate the need and outcomes. This would then build the feedback 
required to access grant funding, allowing the project to continue with an 
enhanced focus on teaming with local organizations who work with 
marginalized women who would benefit from the program.

• Due to overwhelming interest, DIH was expanded to include 
participants





NSPIRG Campaigns and Community



Community Campaigns

• Pulse Orlando Vigil

• Our Poles Our Planet Conference

• Deneary Project

• Solidarity with Water Protectors

• Reimagining Halifax Harbours

• Mayworks Halifax Festival

• Ask & Answer Tour

• Dramatic Changes: Picking Up The Pieces



More New Community Partnerships

• Motherhood Collective 

• Midwifery Halifax and Cape Breton

• Community Justice Society

• Planifax

• NSCC Waterfront Campus GSA

• SNARC

• and many more.



• Picking Up The Pieces - Understanding Sexual Violence is a community 
arts project aimed at helping educate new students about consent.

• We are putting together a small team to explore experiences of sexual 
violence, and create a short film to be screened at Dal orientation in 
September. We will be exploring survivor brilliance, and are looking for 
people who would like to share their story. 

• Our aim is build on existing materials which focus on facts and information, 
and to reach students on an emotional level by showing them how these 
experiences really affect people, and modelling positive behaviour.



Alternative Orientation Series 
with a focus on providing alternative social justice 

based programming for students

• Utilized existing community partners to 
introduce students to involvement 
opportunities available to them

• Held spaces for marginalized 
communities to facilitate events

• 9 events over one week including

• SPOC Variety Show

• GenderBlend Drag and Variety

• Ally Training with the Youth Project

• Screen Printing Workshop

• Movie Night

• Facilitated Discussions by various groups





CINEMA POLITICA

• Cinema Politica is a Montreal-based media arts, non-profit 
network of community and campus locals that screen 
independent political film and video by Canadian and 
international artists throughout Canada and abroad. They 
believe in the power of art to not only entertain but to engage, 
inform, inspire, and provoke social change. 

• It is the largest volunteer-run, community and campus-based 
documentary-screening network in the world. All screenings are 
by donation.



CINEMA POLITICA

• We did two screening past year:
• Migrant Dreams in collaboration with Loaded Ladle. It is a powerful 

documentary exploring the undertold story of migrant agricultural workers 
struggling against Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP), 
where foreign workers are treated as modern-day indentured labourers. 
Under the rules of Canada’s migrant labour program, low wage migrants are 
tied to one employer. Attended by 25 people.

• Budrus in collaboration with Jewish Youth for Equality. It is an award-winning 
documentary that tells the story of a nonviolent movement that brought 
Palestinian political factions and Israeli activists together to resist the 
construction of the separation barrier between Israel and the West 
Bank. Attended by 10 people.

• More movie screening are being planned for the upcoming year. 





Revenue and Assets at Start of Year

DSU Levy $100,000.00

KINGS Levy $5,511.00

CSJ Grant $3,050.00

Cash from Previous Year $31,111.12

Accounts Payable to us $4,000.00

Outstanding Liabilities $11,488.27

Current Long Term Savings $2,500.00

Fixed Expenses and Operating Budget

Operating Cushion $24,000.00

LTS Deposit $2,500.00



2016/17 Operating Budget

Fixed Admin Costs 

Administration

Promotion & Photocopying

Furniture/Equipment/Resources

Alternative Library

Board Strategic Planning

Board Support

Annual General Meeting

Insurance

Opt-Out

Food and Office Snacks

Slush Fund

Professional Development

$190.20

$800.00

$650.00

$1,731.02

$800.00

$500.00

$150.00

$150.00

$1,830.00

$50.00

$400.00

$2,000.00

$500.00

Funding Rounds

Working Groups 

Anti-Oppression

Outreach/ Advertising

Campaigns and Events

Website Redesign

Project ReConstruct

Kings Programming

Cinema Politica

Honorarium Research Projects 

Margins Journal 

CURE Project

Total

$8,000.00

$5,000.00

$400.00

$400.00

$2,000.00

$750.00

$939.06

$500.00

$600.00

$2,200.00

$2,348.81

$1,500.00

$34,389.09



WHAT COST BUDGET TARGET MET?

Project Reconstruct $939.06 Under Budget

Margins Journal $2,348.81 Under Budget

Anti-Oppression and 

Campaigns
$2,400.00 On Budget

Funding Rounds
$7,938.61 

with $2,000.00 saved for April
Able to Increase Budget

Working Groups $4,500.00 Under Budget

Student Research $1,850.00 Able to Increase Budget

Student Positions PT Staff $3,000.00 On Budget

Library $800.00 On Budget

Sponsorship Commitment 

to Red Bear Home Healing
$1,000.00 Added this year



Assumed Start of Year

DSU Levy $100,000.00

KINGS Levy $5,000.00

CSJ Grant $7,500.00

Cash from Previous Year $29,000.00

Current Long Term Savings $5,000.00

Fixed Expenses and Operating Budget

Operating Cushion $25,000.00

LTS Deposit $2,500.00

*This model assumes our only starting numbers will be the cushion we 

budgeted for previously and our long-term savings. The actual numbers are 

likely to be higher once all year-end finances are finalized.



Budget Proposal 2017/18

Fixed Admin Costs 

Administration

Promotion & Photocopying

Furniture/Equipment/Resources

Alternative Library

Board Strategic Planning

Board Support

Annual General Meeting

Insurance

Opt-Out

Food and Office Snacks

Slush Fund

Professional Development

Funding Rounds 

Working Groups

$190.20

$600.00

$500.00

$1,500.00

$600.00

$500.00

$150.00

$150.00

$1,830.00

$100.00

$400.00

$2,000.00

$400.00

$8,000.00

$5,500.00

Anti-Oppression

Outreach/ Advertising

Campaigns and Events

Website Redesign

Project ReConstruct

Kings Programming

Cinema Politica

Honorarium Research Projects

Margins Journal 

CURE Project

Red Bear Support

Total

$500.00

$300.00

$2,000.00

$0.00

$1,000.00

$500.00

$500.00

$150.00

$2,000.00

$1,500.00

$1,000.00

$31,870.20



Moving on from money talk…



The old logo…

Ideas for a new direction



Special Resolution: 
Constitution and Elections Policy

a. DSU required several small changes to the bylaws to continue being ratified 

as a society. Most of these were minor, but are noted in the Amendments 

handout. 

b. The Elections Policy was drafted in 2011, but never updated with 

Amendments to the Constitution. As such, there were a lot of issues this year 

with the new staff and board trying to use these two policies to plan the 

Elections and AGM in accordance to both policies. Clark has gone through 

and proposed changes to both the Constitution and Elections policy to 

update the appropriate sections and expand the roles of the CRO in the 

Elections Policy as this was taken out of the Constitution at some point.



Overview of DSU Required Changes
• Change to Bylaw 2 to include  

The objectives of the NSPIRG are:
j) To not infringe upon federal, provincial, municipal laws or 
University regulations.
k) To not infringe upon the Bylaws and Policies of the Student 
Union.

-After discussing with DSU our concerns on this limiting our 
activism potential, the DSU assured us that if individual members 
of working groups are arrested at protests, this will not impact our 
society standing. The purpose of this clause is for their insurance, 
and to basically ensure that we, as NSPIRG, won’t promote 
ourselves as going to intentionally to protest in a violent manner.



• Change to by-law 4 to include
4. Any individuals from the community and non-Dalhousie and 
non-King’s students shall be eligible to be associate members 
of NSPIRG, regardless of age, gender, race, religion or any 
other identifier

-There was a concern regarding the potential for non-student 
members to try and mount an attack against NSPIRG, however, 
where non-student members are not eligible to vote in elections 
and at the AGM, this potential is limited. We also have the option 
of amending further to include:



• Change to Bylaw 8 to include

8. A person will cease to be a member of NSPIRG by: 

c) failing to uphold Bylaws 13-15

-Which ensure members uphold the values of NSPIRG

• Change to Bylaw 10: to include

(iii) Board members can only represent one position (Kings, Dal, 
Associate) at any given time.  



• Change to Bylaw 22:
The Board:
(g) Shall be responsible for approving provisional changes to 
constitution and by-laws as needed, 

-This is to ensure that small changes can be made throughout 
the year, such as updating the elections policy and constitution to 
match, as we will later discuss

• Explicit statement that the Board of Directors are elected at the 
AGM, as this appears to have been taken out from a previous 
Constitution



• Change regarding the approval of budget
88.  The budget … As the fiscal year coincides with the Board’s 

terms, a special general meeting will be held for input and 

approval of the upcoming years’ budget and goals during the 

summer or early fall.

-The DSU wanted to ensure the budget was passed at the AGM, 

however this is not always possible as our fiscal year does not 

end until after the AGM. Thus we have added the italicized to 

ensure members have a say on the budget if it is not able to be 

prepared for the AGM



• Change to 90 to include

At least one signing authority shall be a Dalhousie student … 
“Board members and staff of NSPIRG make up the ‘executive’ for 
signing purposes.”

• Change to 95. Audit of Accounts:

a) The Society’s financial records shall be audited at least twice 
annually by the Dalhousie Student Union as set in their policies.

-These changes are for the financial accountability of the DSU 
and don’t impact us as we already do this anyway.



Elections Policy and Bylaw updates

• Update the specific Bylaw numbers in the Elections Policy so 
they appropriately reflect the Constitution

In Elections Policy:

• Amend nomination period for clarity: 

The nomination period should be of a period of no less than two 
weeks. As per by-law 34, “nominations for the board of directors 
shall open for two (2) to four (4) weeks before the Annual 
General Meeting.  The nomination period will be advertised 
widely on social media, the NSPIRG website, and in the NSPIRG 
office.”



• Amend campaign period to include: 
if needed, will be held after the close of the nomination period 
and before the date of the AGM, for no more than fourteen (14) 
days. Campaigning will only be required in the case of 
contested seats, where the number of board nominees is 
greater than the vacancies available.

-This ensures that in the case of an election year like this year, 
where there is simply a yes/no vote, campaigning is not a 
requirement.



• Minor changes to reflect that the Elections now happen at the 
AGM, therefore only require polling stations at the time of the 
AGM

• A fully developed CRO Duties section, where the CRO duties 
was removed from the Constitution after the 2012 AGM, and 
never added to the Elections Policy.

Other Elections Policy Updates for 
Clarity and Transparency



• Amend Bylaw 34 to read:

“nominations for the board of directors shall open for two (2) to 
four (4) weeks before the Annual General Meeting.  The 
nomination period will be advertised widely on social media, the 
NSPIRG website, and in the NSPIRG office.”

• Add to 37.

b) Candidates shall not be permitted to work for the Chief 
Returning Officer

Constitution Bylaw Updates for 
Clarity and Transparency



• Amend 65. To read: 

NSPIRG shall hold an Annual General Meeting in March or April 
annually.

-This allows us to ensure if the nomination period is extended, 
there will still be enough time to satisfy the campaign period prior 
to the AGM. Typically the AGM will be in March, but there may be 
circumstances where April is the only option to satisfy the rest of 
the policies, such as the CRO extending the nomination period.



• Each candidate has the opportunity to speak if they would like

• Voting will be held at two polling stations

• Levied (student) members are eligible to vote

• Please pass your student card to the polling attendant for 
validation

• The CRO will collect the ballot boxes and post the results within 
72 hours on our website

• The meeting shall be adjourned following the vote!




